September 28, 2011

Honorable Jon Leibowitz, Chairman
Honorable William E. Kovacic, Commissioner
Honorable J. Thomas Rosch, Commissioner
Honorable Edith Ramirez, Commissioner
Honorable Julie Brill, Commissioner
The Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20580

Dear Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission:

In light of recent changes announced by Facebook that impact the privacy interests of almost two hundred million Facebook users in the United States, we would like to bring your attention to new privacy and security risks to American consumers, the secret use of persistent identifiers (“cookies”) to track the Internet activity of users even after they have logged off of Facebook, and the company’s failure to uphold representations it has made regarding its commitments to protect the privacy of its users.

Facebook’s tracking of post-log-out Internet activity violates both the reasonable expectations of consumers and the company’s own privacy statements. Although Facebook has partially fixed the problem caused by its tracking cookies, the company still places persistent identifiers on users’ browsers that collect post-log-out data and could be used to identify users.1 “Frictionless sharing” plays a leading role in the changes Facebook announced at the recent f8 development conference, and works through the interaction of Facebook’s Ticker, Timeline, and Open Graph. These changes in business practices give the company far greater ability to disclose the personal information of its users to its business partners than in the past. Options for users to preserve the privacy standards they have established have become confusing, impractical, and unfair.

The Electronic Privacy Information Center (“EPIC”), The American Civil Liberties Union, The American Library Association, Bill of Rights Defense Committee, The Center for Digital Democracy, The Center for Media and Democracy, Consumer Action, Consumer Watchdog, PrivacyActivism, and Privacy Times recommend that the Commission investigate whether the changes recently announced by Facebook are consistent with the policies and representations that were in place when consumers provided their personal information to Facebook or whether they constitute unfair and deceptive trade practices, in violation of consumer protection law in the United States.

Factual Background

1 See infra Post Log-Out Tracking.
Facebook is easily the largest social network service provider in the world. 800 million people now use Facebook worldwide, 150 million of which fall under the FTC’s jurisdiction. Fifty percent of active users log on to Facebook in any given day. The amount of social activity on Facebook is staggering: there are over 900 million objects (pages, groups, events) with which users can interact, and the average user is connected to 80 of those objects.

At the 2011 f8 development conference, Facebook updated the News Feed and Open Graph, and announced two new changes: Ticker and Timeline. The changes function together to facilitate “frictionless sharing”: Facebook’s term for allowing applications to automatically share users’ activity rather than having users initiate each instance of sharing themselves. Some of these changes, such as Timeline, will not be publicly available until September 30, 2011. Other changes have already begun to appear, such as Ticker, but are not yet in universal use. Thus, the FTC should address the privacy and security risks inherent in these changes now, before their use spreads and any associated harm is compounded.

Also, an Australian researcher recently revealed that Facebook has been tracking the Internet activity of users even after they have logged out of Facebook. Facebook has been engaging in post-log-out tracking for at least a year, and only issued a partial fix after facing intense criticism, indicating an unwillingness to respect consumer privacy without external pressure.

**News Feed and Ticker**

The updated News Feed functions as a personal newspaper that reports the social activity of a user’s friends, with “important” stories appearing at the top. Ticker appears at the upper-right portion of the News Feed and displays a real-time stream of the Facebook activities of a user’s friends. Ticker displays every type of Facebook activity in which a user can engage: sharing links, posting status updates, commenting on other posts, posting pictures, tagging
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people in pictures, “liking” things, and so on. Hovering over or clicking on an item that appears in Ticker causes a box to expand with the complete “story” that shows what the user would see if she manually tracked down the activity of the friend. Once paired with the Open Graph, Ticker’s feed will also include information about activities engaged in outside of Facebook, such as the music, food, websites, news articles, books, and videos that a user consumes.

**Timeline**

Timeline acts as a user’s “main” profile page and automatically summarizes the user’s life, from birth to the present day. Timeline uses every piece of information that has ever been shared with Facebook—by the user or by third parties—to construct these life-summaries. Then, a computer algorithm analyzes and orders the information by importance and ensures that the important events feature more prominently in Timeline. Timeline will contain nearly everything: “[l]ove, loss, friends, frenemies, birthdays, breakups, cats, kegstands—all of it, from zeroday to today, shared with everyone you know online.” Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s CEO, describes Timeline as “the story of your life.”
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Open Graph

The Open Graph broadcasts connections that users make between themselves and a wide variety of objects, websites, and activities through “social apps,” which are applications that connect to a user’s profile and automatically share information about the user’s activities and interests. Rather than merely having users make connections by “liking” and object or activity, the Open Graph now allows them to form a variety of verbal connections. For example, Spotify’s music app shares all of the songs to which a user listens, Hulu’s app shares the TV shows that a user watches, the Washington Post’s Social Reader app shares the news articles that a user reads, and Foodspotting’s app shares the food that a user eats. The apps share this information on Timeline and Ticker.

Post-Log-Out Tracking

Although not announced at f8, an Australian researcher recently revealed that Facebook has been tracking users even after they logged out of Facebook. Facebook places at least six cookies on a user’s browser whenever the user visits Facebook. One of these persistent identifiers, “a_user”, contains information about the user’s identity and continued to report back to Facebook until the user closed her browser completely. The other persistent identifiers performed various functions, such as tracking failed login attempts, tracking new account creations, remembering a user’s browser language, and other performance and security-related functions. Whenever a user visits a site with a Facebook “like” button, or share button, or other application, the persistent identifiers send the user’s information to Facebook.

Privacy Issues

Frictionless sharing creates several privacy and security problems for users, as does the secret tracking of post-log-out activity.

Frictionless Sharing: Ticker
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Ticker allows a user to see the Facebook posts of complete strangers—or even Facebook interactions between complete strangers—to which a friend of the user has connected. Facebook users were initially surprised by this phenomenon, prompting a host of negative comments on Facebook’s blog, advice on how to ensure the privacy of a user’s post, and even a petition to Facebook to remove Ticker. Frictionless sharing will amplify Ticker’s problems because under the frictionless sharing model social apps will automatically post the user’s activity to the ticker feeds of anyone to which the user is connected. Thus, in addition to being populated by traditional Facebook activities—“likes,” comments, wall posts, picture posts, and so on—Ticker will soon be filled with detailed information about users’ media consumption and lifestyle habits—the TV shows they watch, the books they read, the websites they visit, and the routes they jog, most likely without users affirmatively setting their preferences to share such information.

Users have already reported problems caused by the new availability of personal information on Ticker. And once social apps enter the picture, Facebook users could unknowingly share information about nearly every aspect of their lives, ranging from the embarrassing but otherwise innocuous revelation of questionable music taste (“[u]sers unaware of their Ticker broadcasts will be upset, for some time, that Ticketmaster told the world they’ll be attending Boyz II Men’s reunion show”) to the potentially dangerous revelation that one is consuming the “wrong” political or religious content (“Once you are on the WP Social Reader app, everything you read within the app will automatically be shared in the following ways.
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21 See the comments of Robyn Buckler, posted to https://blog.facebook.com/blog.php?post=10150286921207131: Facebook, please stop changing things. If you are going to constantly keep changing things then give us the option whether or not we want to change! I am sick of constantly reading what has changed ESPECIALLY WITH MY PRIVACY! I am really angry at the way photos has been changed. If I have my photo's set to friends, I only want my friends seeing it or commenting on it, I think that is reasonable, don't you? Now I can't tag anyone or let any of my friends be tagged because I don't want everyone and their neighbours boyfriend commenting and looking at my photos. Seriously thinking of moving to Google plus. You better start listening to folks or you will end up like myspace, and no one uses that crap anymore.
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26 See Ted Samson, Facebook makes it easier than ever to eavesdrop, INFOWORLD (Sept. 21, 2011), https://www.infoworld.com/t/social-networking/facebook-makes-it-easier-ever-eavesdrop-173657 (discussing how Ticker led to the author’s discovery that one of his friends commented on the web site of a homosexual adult film star).

Indeed, the Iranian government has a history of retaliating against those who engage in politicized Facebook activity. For example, one Iranian-American graduate student who was politically active on Facebook received a threatening email that read “we know your home address in Los Angeles,” and directed the user to “stop spreading lies about Iran on Facebook.”

Frictionless Sharing: Timeline

Timeline presents similar privacy problems, as any information about a user that has ever been shared with Facebook—by the user herself, by the user’s contacts, or by a social app—can appear on Timeline. Thus, every aspect of a user’s life that Facebook can access—“all the way back to where you were born,” according to Mark Zuckerberg—is now available in a single, easily-accessible, “beautiful,” package. This level of exposure is vastly different from that of the old Facebook Profile:

Today, if someone wanted to see what I did on Facebook four years ago, he or she would have to laboriously plod through the last four years of my Facebook activity—in Timeline, friends can click straight through to 2007 to revisit old status updates and see old pictures you were tagged in.

ZDNet’s David Meyer explains that “[u]ntil now, Facebook has allowed a certain amount of obscurity for older content, but that is no longer the case.” In Facebook’s eyes, this abundance of readily-available personal information is actually one of the benefits of Timeline:

The way your profile works today, 99% of the stories you share vanish. The only way to find the posts that matter is to click “Older Posts” at the bottom of the page. Again. And again. With Timeline, now you have a home for all the great stories you’ve already shared. They don’t just vanish as you add new stuff.
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31 Sam Biddle, Facebook Timeline Review: This Is the Greatest Thing Facebook’s Ever Done, GIZMODO (Sept. 23, 2011), http://gizmodo.com/5843354/facebook-timeline-review-this-is-the-greatest-thing-facebooks-ever-done/.
33 David Meyer, Facebook May Have Taken A Privacy-Busting Step Too Far, ZDNET (Sept. 26, 2011), http://www.zdnet.co.uk/blogs/communication-breakdown-10000030/facebook-may-have-taken-a-privacy-busting-step-too-far-10024425/.
Nor is Timeline limited to the types of information shared in the past. As users connect to social apps, Timeline will contain new categories of information regarding media consumption and lifestyle habits. A journalist describes Timeline’s new “Health and Wellness” item:

Here, I can piece together my entire medical history on the social network. Never mind that I had an X-ray of my fractured femur as my profile picture for a while last year; now I can collate every minor or major medical procedure for the benefit of… whom exactly?

Who wants to know? It's one thing handing over medical data to those who claim some sort of genuine purpose for their systems, but why does Facebook need that information? As has been pointed out elsewhere, this kind of information turns Facebook into an actuarial goldmine.35

Indeed, Facebook is already used by the leading pharmaceutical companies to market drugs and medical treatments.36 The use of Facebook by health advertising companies led the Center for Digital Democracy to file a complaint with the Commission last year.37 The complaint discussed Facebook applications such as HealthSeeker, which was designed to help people with diabetes make informed lifestyle choices, but which neglected to mention “how users are tracked and monitored or what kinds of data are collected.”38

Security experts have said that Timeline makes it “a heck of a lot easier” for computer criminals to unearth personal details that can be used to craft attacks.39 “Because people often use personal information to craft passwords or [in] the security questions that some sites and services demand answered before passwords are changed, the more someone adds to Timeline, the more they put themselves at risk.”40 Timeline’s treasure trove of personal information can also provide a tempting target for stalkers, government agents, or employers.

The new wealth of consumer information increases the opportunities for intrusive and problematic advertising. Facebook has shown an increased willingness to cash in on the personal data of its users by constantly seeking new ways for advertisers to target the company’s broad and rapidly expanding user base, which includes children as young as thirteen. In April 2011, Facebook created a new website designed to show advertisers how to best exploit the wealth of

35 David Meyer, Facebook May Have Taken A Privacy-Busting Step Too Far, ZDNET (Sept. 26, 2011), http://www.zdnet.co.uk/blogs/communication-breakdown-10000030/facebook-may-have-taken-a-privacy-busting-step-too-far-10024425/
38 See id. at 94-95.
39 Gregg Keizer, Facebook's Timeline will be boon for hackers, COMPUTERWORLD (Sept. 23, 2011 3:32 PM), https://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9220240/Facebook_s_Timeline_will_be_boon_for_hackers.
40 Id.
consumer data that Facebook holds.\textsuperscript{41} For example, Facebook now allows advertisers to make their ads visible on users’ News Feed pages.\textsuperscript{42} Each new social app allows advertisers to target users that the advertisers may not have been aware of before.\textsuperscript{43}

One government has already warned consumers about the dangers presented by Timeline. Australia’s Privacy Commission warned consumers to be careful what information they share with Facebook, stating that the company is “trying to change how people think and encourage them to normalize over-sharing and abandon any restraint on storage and use and exposure of private information.”\textsuperscript{44}

Facebook states that Ticker “doesn’t mean that privacy around Facebook has changed.”\textsuperscript{45} Rather, users who can view the activity of strangers can only do so because those strangers have set the privacy of their comments or posts to “Everyone” or “Friends of Friends.” Thus, Ticker itself does not reveal any new information, it merely makes it easier to see the information that others have already revealed—in Facebook’s words, it “makes things easier to discover.”\textsuperscript{46} Second, users of social apps can select whether their activities are published to their friends, to a custom group of people, or to everyone. For example, the Yahoo News app has a function called “Social” that can be turned “on,” which enables the app to automatically share the articles that the user reads with the user’s contacts, or “off,” which requires that the user click a “Like” button before an article is shared.\textsuperscript{47} And users can avoid the problem by refusing to use any of the social apps in the first place. Finally, Timeline allows users to manually set the level of privacy for each item that appears on Timeline or delete the item altogether.\textsuperscript{48}

\textit{Frictionless Sharing: Facebook Fails to Address Privacy Concerns}

Facebook’s responses fail to address the core problems with the new changes. First, and most troubling, all of the information that users have shared with Facebook to date was shared under a different privacy regime, with a different set of justified user expectations. Ticker, for

\begin{itemize}
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example, might only reveal information about strangers that was previously viewable, but because a user would have had to decide (1) to search for that stranger and (2) to search at or near the time the stranger posted the content, such content was effectively invisible under the previous privacy regime. The comments of a user illustrate this point:

Unless you were some type of stalker (and a very odd one) you wouldn’t be going to people’s pages that you don’t know wondering if your friend posted a comment on their wall/picture. 49

Likewise, under the old regime, a user would have to “click ‘Older Posts’ at the bottom of the [profile] page . . . [a]gain . . . [a]nd again” in order to see anything dating back farther than a few weeks. With Timeline, all of this information is instantly available. Making all of a user’s information readily available is a vast change, especially when that information might have been posted years ago, when Facebook’s privacy policy claimed that “[w]e understand you may not want everyone in the world to have the information you share on Facebook; that is why we give you control of your information.” 50

Under the previous privacy framework, sharing content on Facebook was an active experience: a user had to “like” or comment or otherwise take some action in order for Facebook to publish a connection between the user and the item with which she was interacting. Now, under the frictionless sharing model, content sharing is a passive experience in which a social app prompts the user once, at the outset, to decide the level of privacy for the app (with “public” being a common default) 51 and then proceeds to share every bit of information obtained thereafter.

Frictionless Sharing is Consistent with Facebook’s Pattern of Failing to Protect Consumer Privacy

As with past changes, Facebook’s new changes all point squarely in the direction of decreased consumer privacy, encouraging the sharing of increasing amounts of personal information. Timeline, for example, prompts users to fill in blank sections. 52 Encouraging or prompting users to share personal information is detrimental to consumer privacy not only because the information will be exploited by Facebook and third parties for advertising and other purposes, but also because Facebook could unexpectedly and improperly make significant changes to its Terms of Service or Privacy Policy that would further expose users’ personal information. Indeed, Facebook has a long history of improperly changing its service in ways that harm users’ privacy. In September 2006, Facebook disclosed users’ marital and dating status

51 See the Washington Post Social Reader, for example: http://www.washingtonpost.com/socialreader.
52 Gregg Keizer, Facebook’s Timeline will be boon for hackers, COMPUTERWORLD (Sept. 23, 2011 3:32 PM), https://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9220240/Facebook_s_Timeline_will_be_boon_for_hackers.
without their knowledge or consent through the “News Feed” program. On February 4, 2009, Facebook revised the Terms of Service, asserting broad, permanent, and retroactive rights to users’ personal information—even after they deleted their accounts. Facebook stated that it could make public a user’s “name, likeness and image for any purpose, including commercial or advertising.” Users objected to Facebook’s actions, and Facebook reversed the revisions on the eve of an EPIC complaint to the Commission. Finally, the Commission is currently investigating Facebook’s secret use of facial recognition technology to build a biometric database from users’ pictures. Facebook’s use of facial recognition technology violated the company’s Privacy Policy, as well as public assurances made by Facebook to users.

Facebook has also experimented with passive (automatic) sharing in its failed “Beacon” program, launched in 2007. Beacon automatically disclosed users’ personal information, including their online purchases and video rentals, without their knowledge or consent. After a public outcry, Mark Zuckerberg apologized, and the program was canceled. Facebook is a defendant in multiple federal lawsuits arising from the “Beacon” program. In the lawsuits, users allege violations of federal and state law, including the Video Privacy Protection Act, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, and California’s Computer Crime Law.

**Facebook’s Changes Associated with Frictionless Sharing Create Confusion About and Deter Users from Updating Privacy Settings**

Facebook’s frequent changes are confusing and increase the likelihood that a user will fail to adjust the profile settings necessary to ensure a desired level of privacy and security. As one journalist notes, “[o]ne of the problems Facebook has had in the past is that its constantly changing formats and privacy settings left users unclear about what they were sharing, and with whom.” After Facebook announced the newest round of changes, websites quickly began warning users not to overshare on the social apps and offered solutions to increase privacy on Ticker.

Privacy protection is made more difficult by the fact that privacy settings are often
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60 Richard McManus, "Read" in Facebook - It's Not a Button, So Be Careful What You Click!, READWRITEWEB (Sept. 22, 2011), https://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/read_in_facebook_social_news_apps.php; Sarah
needlessly complicated. For example, avoiding frictionless sharing with the Washington Post’s Social Reader requires at least seven steps. These complications lead to the proliferation of misinformation, as seen in the case of Ticker, where at least one incorrect method of restoring privacy has been popularized.

Social Apps that Require a User to Create a Facebook Profile Force Users to Disclose Personal Information to Facebook

Finally, while it is true that users can “opt-out” of the social apps or of Facebook altogether, they are increasingly finding themselves in an “all or nothing” situation. Facebook accounts are now prerequisites for many of the applications that had previously functioned as stand-alone services. Spotify is the leading example of this kind of tying arrangement: users now need a Facebook account in order to register for Spotify.

It is unrealistic to expect consumers to forego their favorite music, gaming, or reading applications simply because they want to maintain their pre-existing privacy protections.

Post-Log-Out Tracking

An Australian researcher recently revealed that Facebook was utilizing cookies to track users even after they have logged out of Facebook. Facebook places at least six persistent identifiers on a user’s browser whenever the user visits Facebook. One of these persistent identifiers, “a_user”, contains information about the user’s identity and continued to report back to Facebook until the user closed her browser completely. Whenever a user visits a site with a Facebook “like” button, or share button, or other application, the cookies send the user’s information to Facebook. The only solution, according to Nik Cubrilovic, who uncovered the secret tracking, is to delete all of Facebook’s persistent identifiers after every Facebook session.

Bosdiccia, Facebook’s new ticker profile feature causes privacy scare, 100GF: POLITICS AND COMPUTERS (Sept. 26 2011), https://100gf.wordpress.com/2011/09/26/facebook 新 ticker profile feature causes privacy scare/

61 How to stop social reader from posting news you read to on Facebook, SURVIVAL GUIDE (Sept. 25, 2011), http://www.survivalguide4idiots.com/how-to-stop-social-reader-from-posting-news-you-read-to-on-facebook.html ; see also Laura June, Facebook Changes Turn the Concept of Sharing Into an “All or Nothing” Proposition, WASH. POST BUSINESS (Sept. 26, 2011), http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/facebook-changes-turn-the-concept-of-sharing-into-an-all-or-nothing-proposition/2011/09/26/gIQAeVMVzK_story.html (“There is a convoluted and complicated way to duplicate my previous use of the [Rdio], but it’s clear that almost no one will do so, and that Facebook doesn’t want them to.”).
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This type of data collection directly contradicts Facebook’s website, which states that “[i]f you log-out of Facebook, we will not receive this information about partner websites but you will also not see personalized experiences on these sites.”

Post-log-out tracking is also similar to OnStar’s recent announcement that it would continue to track the location of customers’ vehicles even after the customers canceled their service—a decision that prompted Senator Charles Schumer to write to the Commission.

Cubrilovic wrote to Facebook twice over the past year regarding the company’s tracking of users’ post-log-out activity. Only after he blogged about the problem and a media firestorm ensued did Facebook respond. Facebook’s response deemed the persistence of the “a_user” persistent identifier to be “a bug” and fixed the problem so that the cookie is now destroyed after a user leaves Facebook. Although Cubrilovic and other researchers considered the a_user persistent identifier to be the most problematic, at least five other cookies still remain on the user’s browser even after logging out of Facebook. Facebook states that the remaining identifiers are used only to improve performance and security. However, there is no technical reason why they could not be used to track a user’s identity in a manner similar to the a_user cookie. Thus, just as before, consumers must rely on Facebook’s assurances that the other identifiers are not being used for tracking purposes. The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner is investigating whether the cookies breached the country’s privacy laws.

**Facebook’s Use of Frictionless Sharing and Post-Log-Out Tracking Constitutes an Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practice**

The FTC has the authority to review antitrust issues under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTCA), which prohibits “unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” The FTC will make a finding of deception if there has been a “representation, omission or practice that is likely
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72 See id.; see also Ryan Tate, *Why You Never Really Log Out of Facebook*, GAWKER (Sept. 27, 2011), http://gawker.com/5844346/why-you-never-really-log-out-of-facebook (“The milisecond request log, for example, could be trivially traced back to a specific Facebook user using the company's server logs, as Cubrilovic points out.”).
to mislead the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances, to the consumer’s detriment.”

According to FTC Commissioner Kovacic, “[c]ourts have interpreted Section 5 as enabling the FTC to prosecute conduct that violate the letter of the antitrust statutes . . . and to proscribe behavior that contradicts their spirit.”

Facebook’s frictionless sharing and post-log-out tracking harms consumers throughout the United States by invading their privacy and allowing for disclosure and use of information in ways and for purposes other than those to which users have consent and relied upon. Facebook has said that it “may not want everyone in the world to have the information you share on Facebook,” and that users “have extensive and precise controls available to choose who sees what among their network and friends, as well as tools that give them the choice to make a limited set of information available to search engines and other outside entities.” Facebook has also stated that “[i]f you log out of Facebook, we will not receive this information about partner websites but you will also not see personalized experiences on these sites.”

Much of the data which Facebook now plans to publicize in new ways was shared by users who relied on a different privacy framework, or, in the case of post-log-out tracking, on Facebook’s representations of a different framework. For users who wish to maintain something approaching their old privacy settings, Facebook has offered solutions that are confusing, impractical, and unfair. By concealing the company’s tracking of users’ post-log-out activity and materially changing the framework under which users’ share data without providing a clear opportunity for users’ to maintain existing privacy protections, Facebook is engaging in unfair and deceptive trade practices.

Request for Investigation

EPIC, The American Civil Liberties Union, The American Library Association, Bill of Rights Defense Committee, The Center for Digital Democracy, The Center for Media and Democracy, Consumer Action, Consumer Watchdog, PrivacyActivism, and Privacy Times respectfully request that the Commission investigate the extent of the harm to consumer privacy and safety caused by Facebook’s secret tracking of the post-log-out activity of the company’s users and by the adoption of frictionless sharing.
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Sincerely,
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David Jacobs, EPIC Consumer Protection Fellow
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Washington, DC 20009
202-483-1140 (tel)
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